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After successful military trials, it was adopted as the standard chambering for Colt's M pistol.
The standard issue military. Due to standard pressure. In , the. During the late 19th century and
early 20th century, the U. Cavalry began trials to replace their sidearm arsenal of issued. After
the example of the Cavalry, the Army in turn had fielded versions of double-action revolvers in.
It was eventually evaluated that the. Thompson and Major Louis Anatole La Garde of the
Medical Corps arranged tests on cadavers and animal remains in the Chicago stockyards,
resulting in the finding that. They noted, however, training was critical to make sure a soldier
could score a hit in a vulnerable part of the body. Colt had been working with Browning on a.
The result from Colt was the Model and the new. The resulting. By , bids from six makers were
submitted, among them Browning's design, submitted by Colt. DWM, which submitted two
Parabellums chambered in. In the second round of evaluations in , the Colt design passed the
extensive testing with no failures, while the Savage design suffered 37 stoppages or parts
failures. Over time, a series of improved designs were offered, culminating in the adoption in of
the "Cal. Other US military cartridges include: tracer M26 red tip , blank M rolled crimp, red
paper wad , M12 and M15 shot shells, and M9 dummy holes in case. The cartridge was designed
by John Browning for Colt, but the most influential person in selecting the cartridge was Army
Ordnance member Gen. John T. After the poor performance of the Army's. SAAMI specifications
for 45 acp. The cartridge headspaces on the mouth of the case at the L3 datum reference. This
means that. It has relatively low muzzle blast and flash, and it produces a stout, but manageable
recoil in handguns, made worse in compact models. The cartridge also comes in various
specialty rounds of varying weights and performance levels. Some makers of pistols
chambered in. In its non-expanding full metal jacket FMJ version, the. In its expanding hollow
point form, it is also particularly effective against human targets. In tests against ballistic
gelatin, a grain hollow point traveling at 1, feet per second expanded to about. This is a
significantly large permanent wound cavity for a handgun projectile. While slightly decreasing
penetration and likewise the chance of hitting a vital organ, a large diameter wound will cause
more blood loss. There is also a reduced likelihood of overpenetration, meaning that it is more
likely that the projectile will transfer all of its kinetic energy to the intended target, thus more
reliably incapacitating them. The low muzzle velocity also makes the bullet drop over long
ranges, making hits more difficult; however, it is important to note that the vast majority of
self-defense situations involving handguns typically occur at close ranges. Recent testing of
the three major police and military calibers by the Federal Bureau of Investigation found that
the. After two years of testing, one of the final FBI comments was that services that adopt or
stay with. Because of its large diameter and straight-walled design, the. This is because of the
higher powers achievable with. With standard not extended single-stack magazines, pistols
based on the design commonly hold 8 rounds or less. But many modern pistols have adopted
the cartridge into double-stacked magazine designs, though this increases the pistol's width.
Several US tactical police units still use the. Because standard pressure. The latter inevitably
produce a highly compressed shock wave , audible as a loud "crack", a small sonic boom ,
while they travel through the air. The downside to the use of. Rounds are available from 68
grains to grains 4. Specialty rounds are available in weights under grains 6. Tracer ammunition
for the. Tracer ammunition was identified by painting the bullet tip red. This means the cartridge
is loaded to a higher maximum pressure level than the original SAAMI cartridge standard,
generating higher velocity and more muzzle energy. In the case of the. This is a common
practice for updating older cartridges to match the better quality of materials and workmanship
in modern firearms. The terminology is generally given as ". These cartridges have the same
external dimensions as the standard-pressure cartridges and will chamber and fire in all
firearms designed for the standard-pressure loadings. Popular derivative versions of the. Brass
cases for each of these cartridges carry the applicable name within the headstamp. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the movie with the same name, see. Not to be confused
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serve you, Aiphone Corporation website and its resources, products and technical support are
designed with specifications for customers within Canada, USA, and Mexico. To our valued
customers from around the globe ,. When tenants change, property managers can make
directory updates directly to the system using NFC technology or logging in remotely using a
VPN. Aiphone is proud to be a rare, two-time winner of the prestigious Deming Prize for quality
management and manufacturing processes. Aiphone products routinely last for years, only
being replaced when the application outgrows the system capacity. Two sets of 2-cond. When
running the AiphoneGT App, calls can be answered directly from a smartphone. Once the visitor
is approved, the door can be unlocked from the same mobile device. Aiphone Corporation of
North America To better serve you, Aiphone Corporation website and its resources, products
and technical support are designed with specifications for customers within Canada, USA, and
Mexico. Aiphone Worldwide. CSI Spec. CAD Drawing. Product FAQ. QuikSpec Plus. Save
system lists to your profile for future reference or download them to include with proposals.
Login or sign up now. Remote Programmable. Entry Security. Selective Door Release. Power
Source. Communication Type. Station Type. Component Feature. Reset All Filters. All Results
Application Notes 4. Brochures 4. CAD 1. Firmware 1. Install Manuals Ops Manuals QuikStart
Guides 2. Software 2. Specs All Results. Show more fewer resources Related Information. Need
Help? Talk in real time with a member of our Technical Support department. Request A. Request
a Demo! Yes No. See our broadband GRIN lenses for imaging applications. GRIN lenses are
generally used to collimate or reimage the output of a fiber. Typical applications include
coupling the output of diode lasers into fibers, focusing laser light onto a detector, or
collimating laser light. The , , and nm lenses additionally feature an AR coating that reduces
reflections at the interfaces to below 0. GRIN lenses do not require an air gap to function since
the operation of the lens is due to varying indices in the lens itself, rather than the difference in
indices between the air and lens. Additionally, in a GRIN lens, all optical paths refractive index
multiplied by distance are the same due to the radially varying refractive index, in contrast to a
spherical or aspheric lens. For information on how to calculate the refractive index as a function
of radius, please see the Specs tab. A ray incident on the front surface of a GRIN lens follows a
sinusoidal path along the rod. The "pitch" of the lens is the fraction of a full sinusoidal period
that the ray traverses in the lens i. Our GRIN lenses feature pitches of 0. For ray diagrams
detailing how lenses with different pitches are used, please see the Ray Diagrams tab. This
collimator can be assembled by inserting the lens and ferrule into opposing sides of the mating
sleeve as shown in the images to the right. Gently bring them into contact to ensure that the
faces are parallel, then bring the lens and ferrule apart until the desired focusing is achieved.
Characters are Case-Sensitive. These GRIN lenses are designed for use at , , , , or nm. The nm
and nm lenses are particularly suited for telecom applications due to their ease of use with
small beams and negligible chromatic aberration over telecom wavelengths. See here for our
complete selection of optical adhesives. Close [X]. Fiber-Coupled Laser Sources. NanoMax
Fiber Launch System. Pigtailed Aspheric Collimators. SM Pigtailed Ferrules with Connectors.
PM Pigtailed Ferrules with Connectors. Pigtailed Ferrules without Connectors. Micro V-Clamp.
Single-Axis FiberBenches. Fiber Patch Cables. Polarization Controller. Fiber Polarization
Controllers. Reflective Collimators. Fiber Cleaning. UV Curing Optical Adhesives. Please Wait.
Zemax Files Click on the red Document icon next to the item numbers below to access the
Zemax file download. Our entire Zemax Catalog is also available. The 0. Collimating a Fiber with
0. Fiber Collimator Selection Guide Click on the collimator type or photo to view more
information about each type of collimator. Although it is possible to use the collimator at

detuned wavelengths, they will only perform optimally at the design wavelength due to
chromatic aberration, which causes the effective focal length of the aspheric lens to have a
wavelength dependence. These collimation packages are pre-aligned at the factory to collimate
a laser beam propagating from the tip of an FC or SMA-terminated fiber and provide
diffraction-limited performance at the design wavelength. Triplet Collimators Thorlabs' High
Quality Triplet Fiber Collimation packages use air-spaced triplet lenses that offer superior beam
quality performance when compared to aspheric lens collimators. The benefits of the
low-aberration triplet design include an M 2 term closer to 1 Gaussian , less divergence, and
less wavefront error. Achromatic Collimators for Multimode Fiber Thorlabs' High-NA Achromatic
Collimators pair a meniscus lens with an achromatic doublet for high performance across the
visible spectrum with low spherical aberration. Designed for use with high-NA multimode fiber,
these collimators are ideal for Optogenetics and Fiber Photometry applications. Mirrors, unlike
lenses, have a focal length that remains constant over a broad wavelength range. Due to this
intrinsic property, a parabolic mirror collimator does not need to be adjusted to accommodate
various wavelengths of light, making them ideal for use with polychromatic light. Our reflective
collimators are ideal for collimating single mode fiber but are not recommended for coupling
into single mode fiber. It can be used with single mode, multimode, or PM fibers and can be
mounted onto a post, stage, platform, or laser. The built-in aspheric or achromatic lens is
available with five different AR coatings and has five degrees of alignment adjustment 3
translational and 2 pitch. The compact size and long-term alignment stability make the FiberPort
an ideal solution for fiber coupling, collimation, or incorporation into OEM systems. The
distance between the aspheric lens and the tip of the fiber can be adjusted to compensate for
focal length changes or to recollimate the beam at the wavelength and distance of interest. A
four-element, air-spaced lens design produces superior beam quality M 2 close to 1 and less
wavefront error when compared to aspheric lens collimators. These collimators can be used for
free-space coupling into a fiber, collimation of output from a fiber, or in pairs for
collimator-to-collimator coupling over long distances, which allows the beam to be manipulated
prior to entering the second collimator. As a result, the size of the beam can be changed without
altering the collimation. This universal device saves time previously spent searching for the
best suited fixed fiber collimator and has a very broad range of applications. Although it is
possible to use the collimator at any wavelength within the coating range, the coupling loss will
increase as the wavelength is detuned from the design wavelength. Custom wavelengths and
connectors are available as well. A line is engraved along the outside of the housing that is
parallel to the slow axis. As such, it can be used as a reference when polarized light is launched
accordingly. They are also useful for coupling light from laser diodes into fibers, coupling the
output of a fiber into a detector, or collimating laser light. Please Give Us Your Feedback. First
Name. Contact Me:. Prefer to Request a Quote? Request Quote. Enter Comments Below:.
Submit Feedback:. Click for a new code. Thank you for contacting Thorlabs, the GRIN can be
used with nm light sources however note that the effective focal length of the lens was
designed at nm so you will see a slight focal shift at nm. Hello, what is the replacement product
for the - Glass Ferrule, 1. Please feel free to contact me directly. Best regards Pierre Deslandes.
Hello Pierre, thank you for contacting Thorlabs. We tried to reach out to you directly regarding
this but your email address supplied was invalid. Please reach out to your local Thorlabs
Technical Support team in this case, techsupport. Is it possible to get a smaller beam waist 5
micron using GRIN lens? We have a device with an active area is about 10 micron. Hello, thank
you for contacting Thorlabs. Are you asking about the collimated beam diameter or the focused
spot size? What wavelength are you working with? What fiber are you using? We reached out to
you directly to discuss your application and gather more details. Is it possible to get AR coating
for this? I will contact you regarding the special AR coated version. It might still be suitable
depending on your application. The transmission is good at those lower wavelengths. I will
contact you to discuss your application. Would it be possible to get some angle polished Grin
lenses with AR coating nm with a pitch of 0. I will followup by email. Can you give any
comments on how the performancve will be if the nm GRIN is used at such longer wavelengths?
I won't also expect the performance to vary that much. I will follow up with you by email with
Zemax spot diagrams at 1. Hi, which is the best way for fixing the GRIN lens and the pigtailed
ferrule in the sleeve? UV glue or something similar? Could I know the working distance?
Response from Jeremy at Thorlabs: The working distance of the lenses are located in the table
under the "Specs" tab. Hi I was just wondering if you have any figures for the insertion loss for
using this GRIN lense to couple two fibres such as pigtailed fibres such as SM? Response from
Jeremy at Thorlabs: There are a lot of things that go into creating a good coupling situation.
Response from Laurie at Thorlabs to harvardmichael: Thank you for your interest in our
products. At this time, we do not offer a GRIN lens at nm. Response from Laurie at Thorlabs to

carpiemo: Thorlabs does have European warehouses. The closest to you in Spain would be our
Munich, Germany warehouse. Pricing in euros is available via the pull down menu in the upper
right corner of our webpages. All of these items are currently available from our German
facilities and would ship today if you placed an order. Thank you for your interest in our
products! First of all, we want to know the prize, the delivery time and if it is possible to buy this
components from Spain or we have to demand them through other distributors, of the next
reference component: Grin lenses. Unfortunately, we dont offer a pigtailed grin collimator for
use at nm. Is it grin collimator used for nm wavelength region provided by your company? Is
there a pigtailed grin lens adapted for nm wavelength region? Measured from the principal
plane to the edge of the lens plus the working distance. The working distance is the distance
between the edge of the lens and the focus. Click to Enlarge. Job Title. Sales: Technical
Support: Products Home. Rapid Order. The Company. Contact Us. My Thorlabs. Triplet
Collimators. Thorlabs' High Quality Triplet Fiber Collimation packages use air-spaced triplet
lenses that offer superior beam quality performance when compared to aspheric lens
collimators. Achromatic Collimators for Multimode Fiber. Thorlabs' High-NA Achromatic
Collimators pair a meniscus lens with an achromatic doublet for high performance across the
visible spectrum with low spherical aberration. Adjustable Fiber Collimators. Achromatic Fiber
Collimators with Adjustable Focus. Zoom Fiber Collimators. Single Mode Pigtailed Collimators.
Polarization Maintaining Pigtailed Collimators. Add To Cart. Back at the beginning of the 20th
century, Spain had a significant number of relatively small gunmaking shops throughout its
northern Basque area. The area has been known for its metalworking resources and prowess
for literally two thousand years, and it is little surprise that firearms manufacture would thrive
there. In addition, a loophole in Spanish patent law gave these small shops an international
advantage: a Spanish patent was only valid if the device in question was actually manufactured
in Spain within three years of patent being granted. The major arms designers of the time had
their factories in France, Germany, Great Britain, and elsewhere, but not in Spain. So new
firearms developments were, practically speaking, not patented in Spain and could be copied
there without legal penalty. Spanish shops quickly began making their own copies of this very
popular pistol, and one of them hit the proverbial jackpot. In , the company of Gabilondo y
Urresti later to become known as Llama built a better-than-average copy called the Ruby,
chambered for. Gabilondo sent a sample to France, whose government was in need of a huge
number of pistols for the recently-begun First World War. The French found the pistol to be
well-suited to their needs cheap and effective , and proceeded to place a standing order in May
for 10, of them per month. One can only imagine the Gabilondo shop receiving news of this
staggering order â€” because at that time they had less than 10 employees between 5 and 8,
depending on which source you read. There is no conceivable way they could have produced
anywhere near this quantity of firearms, but now they had a contract for them. Talk about the
right kind of problem to have! Each of these subcontractors was to produce pistols per month
for Gabilondo, who would control overall QC and deliver the guns to France. By this time
August the French contract had increased to 30, pistols per months, and would later jump again
to 50, per month. The contract terms specified that the subcontractors would be fined for any
failure to meet the monthly quota, and any pistols over the required would be purchased by
Gabilondo at the standard rate. The early shipments of guns from Gabilondo were satisfactory
to the French Army, but not surprisingly the contract terms led to a degradation of quality as
shops pushed quantity over quality to maximize their profit. Shops around Eibar in need of work
saw the French as a golden opportunity, and jumped into the fray. Some worked with
Gabilondo, while many others negotiated their own deals directly with French purchasing
agents. The resulting pistols had the same general configuration â€”. None of them shared
interchangeable parts or magazines , though, and each manufacturer used its own trademark
name. For the obsessive dedicated collector, these trade names make Eibar-type pistols a
virtually bottomless well. In addition to French sales, many were also sold to the Italian Army,
as that country struggled to keep up with domestic production of military pistols. Some
companies manufactured the guns from scratch, while others subcontractor some or even all of
the component parts to other suppliers. There are a few ways to determine if a particular one
was made for French WWI contract and thus likely saw military use. Pistols made for the French
Army typically had a one- or two-letter mark in an oval on the rear left of the frame. These letters
identified the manufacturer, irrespective of trademark name see below for a list of these
markings. In addition, pistols were supposed to be marked with a star or pair of stars on the
bottom of the frame alongside the magazine well when they were formally accepted for French
service. Not all of them received this depending on how urgent the need for guns was when a
shipment arrived, but it is a useful marking to look for. Mechanically, they are all straight
blowback and lack a last-round holdopen feature or grip safety. One feature that can be tied to

wartime service is the addition of a large rivet-looking knob on the left side of the slide. This
was added to address the reported problem of tight French military holsters catching and
disengaging the safety lever when the guns were drawn, and this was blamed for a number of
accidental discharges. The added knob held the holster material up away from the side of the
gun, and prevented it from catching on the safety. The knob was clearly added after
manufacture, as it will typically cover part of the serial number or other markings on the slide.
Please note: We are unable to verify much of this list, as we found it copied from a since-deleted
web page and we have no source for the information. It does check out when compared to the
handful of Eibar pistols in our reference collection, so we provide it here to be considered
suggestive but not definitive. No trade names used. I have a old Ruby 32 ACP with no magazine.
I am not sure who made it. If anyone can help determine who made this gun it would really help
in finding a magazine for it. It is missing the grip on each side and I would like to locate some
replacements. How might I get some photos to you? Hi my name is Harvey and I wanted to ask
Jim Roberts or Rocky that left a message about the PV stamp if they have found out any
information on it? I have the same one and would really like to know! Mine is in great condition
and I fire it on a daily basis! Hi, I have come into ownership of a Destructor and have taken it to
a gunsmith. Not sure if it will ever be functional. He may not even touch it due to its age or parts
accessibility. I have a Paramount 32 cal. Automatic pistol but no magazine. Side of slide. P13 F
appear on the barrel when closed. Serial Circled HU on upper rt below the slide. I would like to
buy 2 magazines. Circled EU on upper rt below the slide. How promonent was the M. Eibar
during WWI? And about how much would one be worth? I have a in nice shape, has the stars on
the bottom of the grips as well as the EU with an oval on the back of the gun as well as the clip.
Also have a very old box of billets too. Are these highly sot after by collectors? And is there
anyway to get some history on the gun with the serial number? They are not really sought by
collectors; only the small group of folks interested in French military handguns. And
unfortunately, there is no was to find any records of where any particular one may have been
used. The Ruby was either very good or very bad. There is a holster for the Ruby that looked
like an ordinary rifle ammo pouch. It carried the pistol and two magazines. The Ruby saw long
service for a supposedly poor quality weapon. All in all it is said that nearly a million pistols and
revolvers were made in Spain for the French Military. There are still Rubies rebuilt in the 30s in
storage somewhere in France. Does anyone know where parts can be purchesed or fabricated?
I need a 2 piece firing pin assembly for a model by Espiranza y Unceta. I am looking for a set of
grips for my Stosel 32acp. Do you know where i might find a set? I do not have any grips, but I
have a question. I am desperate to find out about the ejector for mine. Most Ruby-like pistols
have a notch cut in the back end of the slide to accommodate the ejector. Mine does not have
that notch. The ejector, which is broken on mine, appears to be some kind of mechanism that
rotates up into position when the magazine is inserted. I have an EDM cutter at my disposal and
can probably have a handful made. Does anyone know the value of a Beristegul Hermans Eibar
automatic pistol, French army accept? I have an old friend who has an over marked hermanos
french military approved stars but it is a 22 cal. He needs a magazine,have you had any luck
finding any parts? Does anyone know how to take these down? Most of the variations
dis-assemble the same. Rotate barrel degrees and remove. The slide should the move forward
to the muzzle end and come off. It should then come on off the receiver. Hi, I appreciate your
help with these guns. I have an old Echave y Arizmendi Bronco 6. Any other suggestions? The
gun functions otherwise and is a load of fun. Thanks, Cameron. Were you ever successful in
removing the slide? I have a similar pistol in. I am afraid to bang on it for fear of actually
breaking something which, of course, would make the pistol totally worthless. Any advice
would be really appreciated. This gun was the victim of dry firing and intermittently dropped the
internal hammer upon function checking. I took the grips off and used a punch that would hold
the internal hammer back far enough to allow the slide over the top of it. It came off as it should.
I then re set the full cock notch to a sharper positive seat angle and it needed very little other
fitting to be a safe trigger system. Hope this trick of trapping the internal hammer back a little
further helps. Great site you all have here! I am in need of a set of grip screws for an Astra
Model So far Numrich etc etc etc etc, has nothing. Thanks tremendously. I would like to keep it
as it was manufactured really. I am trying to determine exactly what it is so as to find a
magazine for it. Is there any way of telling who made it other than by the letters that WERE on
the left side of frame? The slide serrations are straight and as to taking sldie off, the barrel will
come out but cannot get the slide off at all. I can e-mail pictures to anyone who might help me
identify this little pistol. Mine was stuck also, I removed removed the grips. On the left side, I
punched out the top two pins. The slide then released. I have the same typeâ€¦did you get an
answer to the question who made the weapon. The serial number on mine is 15 numbers
long??? Curious what info you received. Thanks, Steve. The clip holds 6 rounds and only has

one screw on the wooken grip. Anything would be appreciated. Can anyone help me out.. Or
what.. The P. The bulls head is hard to identify without seeing a photo, but my guess would be
that it is actually a rampant lion, which is also indicative of manufacture in Eibar, which is where
Bufalos were made. These three markings are often seen together on early Spanish automatic
pistols. Mine appears to be gilded in gold or brass inlaid within carvings on all areas but the
handle. I have one also and it needs a new clip. I really hope This help. I also have an I. Any
chance you could send me dimensions of yours in inches? I need overall length, wire diameter,
and most importantly, the number of coils. Inside diameter and outside diameter would be
helpful as well. I have one of these pistols with the VD two-letter mark in an oval on the rear left
of the frame and two stars on the bottom of the frame alongside the magazine well. It does not
have the safety lever above the safety though. Do you still have your Ruby clone 32? If so would
you be interested in selling it? I collect ruby clones and would love to have this one no matter
the shape. Please email me at shortputter69 yahoo. Does yours have the word Vencedor on the
receiver? My father started collecting the Ruby Clones in the early 50s. This model is one of the
most built of all the clones. If you want to keep this gun a legally, you may want to contact the
Police. Turn the gun in as found, and they will let you claim it in 90days. I did this with a Mod S. I
now legally own this gun. The best part was, in Anchorage there is no charge for this service.
Think about the legal right to own a found gun. I found a spanish 32 cal made in spain. I think it
is an brunswig eibar ruby clone. I came across a Bufalo 6. I really would like to learn the year it
was made. Many thanks for taking the time to reply. The only pistol I found that is identical is in
the Eiber Museum in Spain. Could the slide be repaired by a gunsmith? Unfortunately, Doug,
parts are very tricky to find for these. Right side above the trigger on the frame and again right
side on the slide just aft of the ejection port. Me again â€” anyone know where I can find
exploded diagrams or detailed disassembly info for Bufalo 6. I acquired my grandfathers Ruby.
It als has only one screw for the grips and the magazine holds 6? I am looking for a photo or
diagram of the disconnector for my Izzara 6. I believe it is a bar that fits on top of the trigger
transfer bar under the left grip panel. Without it, the pistol fires one shot, chambers a new
round, but the hammer follows the slide forward. If I can not find a part, maybe I can make
oneâ€¦if I see what it looks like. I am picking up an Astra Bronco in. Any info is great. I would
like to know the price for a Azauzay Arriaabalaga Elbar Espanal semiautomatic handgun with
the on the gun. I have a partial box of 32 ammo. Does it have a fixed barrel like the Eibar pistols
on this page, or does the barrel tip up? Not rare, but scarce. The collector base for these guns is
very small. Hello Mr. McCollum, I to own one of the Ruby 7. I wanted to share a couple of things
I have noticed over the years of owning one of these in y opinion fine little weapons. I have seen
a couple besides mine and one of them had the two stars beside the magazine well. Mine has
also numbers stamped inside the Stars one is a 7 the other an 11, which has been hinted at by
some of my collector friends as the acceptance date for the French of July I do not know this to
be true but is logical. All parts in this weapon are marked with a 5 digit matching serial numbers
with acceptance to the magazine which has no serial number just the oval with RH inside. I have
found while disassembling this pistol can not see any reason for it leave the safety in the3 safe
position and pull on trigger while sliding receiver forward and it will just about fall apart. I took
several tries when I first got it to get it apart to clean. I have a arizmendi, zulaica y CIA marked
cebra and overstamed with beistequi hermanos with the French military code stamp AZ serial
everything matches it looks in good shape broke it down put it in the sonic wash and re-oiled it
functions fine can you tell me anymore about this weapon why did they over stamp it? Also the
left grip has the bottom right corner is cut out from a picture I seen the pistol had a Maynard
hole and this pistol dont. Scott, I can think of three possibilities for the overstamping on your
pistol: 1 Beistequi Hermanos may have purchased slides from another manufacturer to fit to
their frames, or 2 Someone else fit the frame from aonther pistol to your frame and restamped it.
When they were trying to produce as many pistols as possible for a war, mixed parts were going
to be common â€” if they fit â€” which would be a small miracle given the overall lack of
standards from one pistol to the next even within the same factory. TomTB, On the contrary, the
Star model A was an excellent weapon, and it sold well in military and police circles. However,
your data is a bit incorrectâ€¦ The model B was a 9mm Parabellum 9X19 gun. Model A means it
was a different caliber 9mm Largo â€” 9X23 , although likely the same design there were a few
design changes over the years for these frame models. These additions allowed them to be
relatively controllable in short bursts, or even for longer-range work in SA mode. The exact
model and caliber of the Star remain unknown, as only the left side is shown. Kudos on a
spectacular site. I have a small but growing collection of early semi-auto pistols and this site
has given me a wealth of information and inspiration! A friend recently gave me a Ruby 7.
Apparently this was a common problem with some of the clones made by Basque cottage
industry fabricators subcontracted by Gabilondo in order to be able to meet the huge

production numbers ordered by the French in WW!. Anyone have any thoughts on a source or
failing that, does anyone have any experience with having a new one fabricated. Meanwhile I
recently stumbled on several pages of a book posted on line which shows a number of machine
pistols fitted with carbine detachable stocks that were used by the Guardia during the Spanish
Civil War. Interestingly, the Ruby was among those that were converted to full auto, although
these did not have stocks. You only have 9 shots! You mentoned in your post that you have
found suppliers that make replacement magazines for the ruby clones. I have one such ruby
and have tried to find the correct magazine. It is a Fabrica de Armas Vencedor, Durango. I have
had the pistol checked out and it is ready to go if I can find the correct magazine. Any help
would be appreciated. Thanks, Ken Reynolds. Hi, Just received a Azanza y Arrizabalaga. It has
the now missing rivet in the slide and the safety lever. Any help? It is in. Is there anyone who
might have one of these or know where an original one is available? Every single piece of the
pistol has a 3 digit number and the all match. I have a 7. RH is stamped on the rear left side of
the frame. On the mag well are the 2 stars indicating approved for the French military. The
numbers on the barrel and slide are the same. Ruby pistol magazines are famous for not fitting
unless you find the exact same manufacturer. It is common to find them without a mag or with a
mismatched mag that has been modified to fit. It is incredibly hard to find mags at all, much less
correct ones. I have a modrl and I think the cal is a Can anyone help me id this pistol. It looks
like the middle one in the picture above. Email me some photos of the gun admin
forgottenweapons. I have three good one , need one more. It seems that China had bought
some Spanish Ruby pistols in the early 20th century. The gun uses 7. I have a ruby it came from
my grandfather the gun is in great condition and it shoots great. It has MB in a oval on rear of
gun and chrome clip it also has martian stamped on slide beside cal and cal 32 it as has
beistegui hermanos stamped over another name on the slide and it has no nob to protect the
safety. The look like they are silver can anybody tell me anything about this gun? There are tons
of them, most slightly different. No real production info. Or Percussion Pistol. It is my belief to
have been forged around and is 1 of 12 that were made BY a local family gun shop. I have NOT
found another that resembles or even looks similar!!! My dad brought an early. The slide spring
assembly was lost in a break end when it was disassembled and discarded on site. If this is
true, I very much would like to assemble this family heirloom. The spring assembly is just a hair
longer than three inches. Anyone have one or a source? Let me know. Really hard to find on the
web. May be one of you have it in stock. I used a Beretta 25 mag in my 25 model co and made
the grips it was burned to a crisp in a house fire I brought it back from the dead. As for the
Beretta mag, any issues? I have the one original, but I would like her to have backups. Hey my
grandfather left be a martin 32 it only has four serial numbers so I figure it must be old. Was just
trying to figure out about how old and how much it could maybe be worth. You can find some
parts in Paris : Armurerie de la bourse metro richelieu drouot or in french Bourse aux armes
organized for gun collectors. I say this because there is no maker or manufaturer on the slide.
There is no caliber on slide. The mag holds 6. Also no serial can be found anywhere. There is
two digits repeated on several parts but you need a magnifying glass to see them. The one
piece firing pin is broken. I need a replacement or repair it has a carved out part that a screw
moved as the slide was in action. I wonder if mine was a rush job? I have come across an old
Ruby, definitely a service pistol, and have come across a problem. Two, actually. The barrel is
very heavily worn,leaving very little rifling left. Tough to get things running smoothly again. Any
suggestions? Evan, Leave it alone and consider yourself lucky nothing really bad has happened
with that pistol yet. No replacement parts are available. The current barrel is worn though, and I
like restoring old things as well. Might as well be on the Moon. I have a Spanish 6. Thanks
Alalthekittyspal. I have a protector Automatic Pistol Cal 6. Could someone please tell me the
year of production production, the slide measures 4. Thanks Alalthekittyspal gmial. Alalthekitty,
Because of the nature of the production of these Ruby type pistols, few if any records were
kept. Added to that, during the Spanish Civil War most of these small weapons makers were
permanently put out of business, many of them violently. Records were most likely all
destroyed. This is a dead end, unfortunately. As for finding parts, good luck. I have a Ruby type
that is only missing the recoil spring, and finding just that part has proven impossible for the
last few years. This included accidentally firing off the entire magazine all at once. It was
supposedly so common that many French soldiers thought the guns were designed to function
this way. I have the broken firing pin for my 25 acp El Cid. Is there anyone out there who can
fabricate a new one. My great uncle brought several back from WW2 but only one 25 acp. The
hard part is to properly temper the steel again afterward, not too soft, not too brittle. I made one
for my fathers Model B out of drill rod, just using a small lathe and hand files. I have a colt. No
stars on the bottom of the grip, and the only manufacturer markings or identifying information
is as follows. Also, there are curved graphics appearing on the lower portion of the grips

running from side to side with the high part of the curve toward the top of the gun. I would
appreciate any information on restoring that would be helpful. Very good condition and
extremely easy to strip. Not all Ruby pistols got the stars on the bottom of the grip frame. Many
were produced before and after mostly after for civilian sale. Yours is very likely one of those
since it has neither the stars nor the large rivet near the safety. As for tracing the origins of this
pistol, that is extremely unlikely. Furthermore, if the pistol was imported here before , it would
not have been marked by an importer. Therefore, you will have nowhere to start your search for
any record of transfers between FFL dealers, if any such exists. Im not sure thoughâ€¦. Sorry, i
mean garate Anitua, with a marking the best automatique pistol sprinter patent for the cal 7. I
have a pistol with the markings EL 68 and a crown above it does anyone know what kind of
pistol this it is also a revolver six rounds if you have information please let me know. I have an
El Cid from It is 25 acp. It has NO markings whatsoever. It had grips with a crown like you see
on old checkers. It has a firing pin with a notch on the fat piece that the hammer hits. The pin
broke in two. I have been told its very old, early ww1. I need a pin. I need to replace my broken
firing pin. My 25 acp looks identical to a WW 1 Ruby My 25 has grips with a crown in a circle. It
has no caliber or name. I do believe the firing broke do to dirt and debris build up in the housing
area of the pin and spring. I found 75 years of plaque,dirt,powder etc that was never cleaned. On
my gun it is an easy area to access for cleaning. Anyone else had a broken pin due to dirt
packed housing? I have a. It has the two stars stamped on the bottom of the frame at the sides
of the magazine well. I have owned this pistol for about years and have fired it once, shortly
after I bought it. Since then it has lain cased in a drawer. Can anyone tell me anything about the
provenance or value of this piece? Was Aldazabal one of the early subcontractors who might
have made a quality version or is it a later manufacture when quality control was perhaps not so
good? On my pistol where the oval is supposed to be there is a crown with a half oval with an x
in the middle and p. And what looks like a lion standing on its back legs. On the other side there
is a cursive sj what do the stamps mean? But these are NOT British proof marks. USA does not
require proofing of any firearms. The rampant Lion could be Spanish or Austrian. Sorry it took
so long to reply. It will not let me post a picture do you have an email I can send it to. I have a
model automatic pistol, vincitor patent. I need a clip for it, do you know where I might find one?
I will send you a picture of the pistol. Dear sir, New in the wraper. I have to brand new condition
and never used. How do you take this thing apart to clean. My son-in-law found one of these
pistols while going through the estate of his Grandfather. It also has the Star markings on
magazine well indicating French Army acceptance. The serial number, , is stamped on the slide,
frame, barrel, and magazine. It appears to be in very good condition but I have not attemped to
fire it yet. Be aware that after it is cleaned and reassembled, please put no more than 3 rounds
in the magazine for the first test! These pistols were notorious for being accidentally full-auto. If
it fires all 3 rounds at the first trigger pull, you know not to attempt further disasters.
Haâ€¦â€¦that is good to know about the possibilty of full auto and using 3 roundsâ€¦â€¦.. I sent
my son-in-law the link to this thread for his reading pleasure. If he wants it back he is welcome
to it. If it can add some value to your collection I would not have any reservations selling it to
you. Rex, Fantastic! I hope it works well. My Email address is listed in a post above this one â€”
I hesitate to write it again because I got a lot of people emailing me about unrelated things after
that post. You can send pictures there, and we can continue to discuss this. Have a Merry
Christmas! Hello â€” I have your sister gun, SN nickel plated with factory engraving but it is
gold washed. MOP grips. In great shape. I have a 38 Long pistol that my father gave me. It says
it was made in Spain. On the right side of the logo in very small print says Eibar on one part and
either S. Trying to find the manufacturer and what year It has stamped on the bottom of the
handle. I can send pictures. I have new info. The 38 long revolver. I have indentified the
manufacturer as Alfa made in Spain. What I would like to find out is what year was it made. On
the bottom of the handle is stamped There are only a few cases where a gun may be traced to
its point of use. Usually this involves weapons that have been specifically marked by the
military or police units who used them. Other times it may involve a famous person and their
specific weapon. Without that type of original documentation either WITH the gun in the form of
a letter or ON the gun markings stamped into the metal it is impossible to trace MOST weapons
to who may have used them over a long period of time. A serial number is not sufficient for your
purposes. Beyond that, it becomes at least in the USA a matter of tracking for the individual gun
store. After it leaves that store, it could potentially be sold to any number of lawful individuals
without tracking. This is specifically intended to keep the US government from being able to
seize weapons from lawful citizens. In other countries, many weapons are registered to a single
user. Most likely your request will be ignored. Probably this is a post-WWI made gun by one of
the tiny makers who continued after the war, but were destroyed during the Spanish Revolution
of , along with any records. Because of the engraving, nickel and pearl, I can guess that this

was sold to a more wealthy upper-middle class individual, likely as a pocket or purse gun. Kurt
thanks for the info i basically was curious approximately when it was made and if it was used in
WW1 thanks!! The Year OF Mfg. Dear sir. Just use 38 spl. No more than fps, and Lower fps,
ammo and low pressure ammo, no more muzzle pressure to Ammo. I am searching for a
schematics or breakdown with dimensions for this little treasure I wanna revive. I want to make
a new firing pin myself. I am searching for a firing pin or a fabricated firing pin for a Liberty
stamped. Hi, I have found a 32 cal. Ruby that has a broken recoil rod and was wondering if
anyone knows of a site that I might be able to get a replacement. I have a Retolaza eibar I have a
broken main spring which shuts down the gun all together. I have tried to get it fixed and have
the broken spring. Does anyone have any info on where to get parts or who can make this part.
It has an S on the gun, slide and magazine. Any info would be appreciated. Have a 7. SSN Can
anyone tell me where to get grips and a disassembly? On the rear of the frame are the initials I
believe PV followed by what looks like a standing lion with wings. The magazine holds 9 bullets
if this helps. Two shots in the back. The murderer, a monarchist, 19 years old has been arrested.
I shot it a couple times 30 years or so ago then think the firing pin broke. Also needs a new mag
spring probably. Not really particularly interested in these and wanted to see if anyone could
point me to any Ruby collectors that might would be interested in it? I am still in need of the
safety for any of the Ruby style. I can be contacted via email loadedvoid yahoo. It is in the same
condition as when purchased back in It was last fired two weeks ago. I may be interested in this
pistol depending on what you are asking for it. Is the pistol hammer or striker fired? Terry, Sorry
for the delay in getting back to you. It is a rare antique gun â€” I have been told. To answer your
question â€¦ there is no visible hammer â€¦ Quite frankly, I know little about antique guns. This
weapon was in the collection. All he recalled was He got it from someone that was in WWI. He
claimed that he shot it a few times after he got it. But that he stored it. The weapon was put into
service recently when my new LCP misfired. Of course, you will recall the incident with the
firing pin hitting the floor. Since then both the LCP was returned to Ruger and the 32 automatic
again stored. I am open to suggestions. I posted a question yesterday about my Eiber 32 based
on an experience. Where would that be posted? Has anyone got an answer? Or was the
question deleted due to something unbeknownst to me? I copied and pasted it here, as I think it
belongs hereâ€¦ [additional information: Upon receipt of the refund check from Ruger, I
purchased a second magazine for my Bersa Firestorm â€¦ it was wrapped in a seldom used
Bersa Thunder â€¦ bottom line â€” bought two slightly used â€” in excellent condition â€” Bersa
weapons â€¦. Thank you! Any one know anything about these weapons? If so, your comments
sincerely appreciated. Thank You. Some based on the Browning â€¦. S market seemingly, but
perhaps it was a French WW1 contract model imported from France as oppose Spain. Park is
spelt pretty similarly in Spanish and French, so it is probably an English term. Same in Italian,
parco. Parques de artilleria means artillery depot. So maybe it refers to an industrial park, for
firearms in Eibar. As oppose a park, that you walk a dog in. Parker and hale? I tried to copy and
paste it here, as I think it belongs hereâ€¦ but that did not work â€¦ At 76 these contraptions tend
to confuse â€¦ Am much better with a Bic and paper â€¦.. An email was received back from the
NRA Publications stating that the data will be a topic in their on material. This is something I
just took for granted in a weapon â€¦ until now. Recall, the firing pin hit the floor when checking
the breech after removing the magazine, about a month ago. He made the firing pin and the
weapon is as good as new, in my opinion. Can this gunsmith make other parts? If so can I get
contact information. You can get parts for the Ruby 7, That site is in French, perhaps â€¦. I have
one of these that I cannot exactly read the writing on. Have pics. I am looking for a magazine for
a 7. I think it is a six round magazine. The pistol is 4. I found several magazines at TripleK that
range between 2. If someone has one of these pistols can you measure the magazine and post
the dimensions? Kyle McLure â€¦ From my dealings with the gunsmith â€¦ he can make just
about anything â€¦. Suppose, he knows what he is doing. The last time there, a customer
wanted some stainless pieces for his collectable 45 automatics. The gunsmith told him not a
good idea as it would affect the value of the weapons. The customer said the value was not the
issue and said he did not like the black pieces and wanted them replaced with stainless. Dunno
if that is a reasonable distance for you. Dave ridlen, Try this info â€¦ I copied and pasted prior
messages â€¦ dunno if you can get anything there if you do not know French. There are parts
available, but mostly in Europe. Anyway, here is that info â€¦. Any thoughts? Any collectors
interested? My uncle brought back a rubby Eibar from Korea. Not sure how he got it. There was
a French Battilion there as well. Did the China use these weapons at any point?? Serial number
FC with a circle around it. Barrel stamped The pistol is missing the recoil spring and recoil
guide. Where can I purchase these two items. Thank you â€” Ken. I have this pistol I picked up
at a yard sale. I believe it is an 8 round magazine. I have a pistol that looks like the Ruby that is
posted, but the only name is sol. It has a bossed picture of the sun near the name sol. Any one

know if this pistol is of the same type as the Ruby? Has two magazines, leather holster with a
magazine pocket on the outside. Grips are missing. BH: Beistegui Hermanos, Eibar
manufacture? I am hoping to have it thoroughly cleaned and lubricated, then I will make grips
for it. My girlfriend has her CCP for Oregon and Washingtion and says this little pistol fits her
hand perfectly. Hi all I recently had been passed a regent 6. It is not used since , was bought in
by my Grandfather. The Gun shops are not able to identify it. Who can Help. Thank you Ian for
this information. I was able to find out what the HOPE stamp stands for elsewhere. I have a
Gabilondo y Urresti Cia? Danton War Model with an extended grip, 12rd magazine, and a
curious barrel bushing design reminiscent of my Astra It was brought back from Japan by a GI
just after the war. Do you have any information regarding their service in Japan? I have found a
picture of a Japanese Kamikaze pilot with a Danton War Model clearly stuffed in his belt, but I
have no more information than this. It is a 7,65 Victor Bernedo Eibar 32mm. I am trying to find 2
or 3 magazines for it. Do you have any resources for it? Does anyone manufacture vintage
magazines? Thanks, Ed. My email is tomspaulding84 gmail. Or EL If anybody knows where can i
find it please answerâ€¦ Thanks. Muy buena la nota sobre esta pistola Poseo una y realmente es
Historia en cuanto a pistolas de ese momento Quisiera contactarme con personas que cuenten
con el cargador correspondiente y lo vendan saludos cordiales. Tengo en mi poder una pistola
que me regalo mi suegro Liberty Quisiera conseguir el cargador Calibre 32 o 7, I was wondering
what its worth? It still shoots well. Please send info. Thank you. I just dug out one of these
pistols that has been in my family for a long time. I can cock it and trigger works fine. Does any
one know what manufacture this is? Can anyone tell me about this firearm. I have an E A Fast
Eibar 32 caliber auto. Chrome with plastic pearl grips. I am looking for a trigger bar. Tip of mine
broke at trigger? Any idea where I might find one. I have tried berthing on the web and eBay.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Notify me of new
posts by email. Site developed by Cardinal Acres Web Development. Contact Ian. Note
differences in frame shape, sights, slide serrations, etc. Knob added after manufacture to
prevent a tight holster from catching the safety lever. Eibar Manufacturers and Codes Please
note: We are unable to verify much of this list, as we found it copied from a since-deleted web
page and we have no source for the information. My dad left me one, and it looks like the oval
has a HCA any takers? I have the same symbols on mine except mine has P. Any ideas? What
did you find out about your PV stamped pistol? I have one exactly like it. Regards JR. Please let
me know. Thanks, Bob. Where i can find some info about this gun: Sharp shooter m patent 6.
With barrel tip up. Once the barrel is out, the slide should come right off the front of the
frameâ€¦. Looking for one for a magazine and grips. What are u going to do with it. Do you still
have either one of the ,s left you spoke of? Thanks Mark. Does anyone know who I can contact?
Hi i need info obout this pistol, sharp shooter m p.?? Do u still intresting about pistol sharp
shooter m patent , with barrel tip up. Do you know what any of the marking mean also has frar I
have a Ruby Stosel And need the safty botton do you any one that would have one thanks
David. Appears to be the lone survivorâ€¦.. Any interest or information. Willing to sell!!!! I had a
pistol with a loose slide. I replaced the recoil spring and it tightened up. I would advise you to
consider your Ruby as an artifact of WWI, and not a functioning weapon. TomTB, Thanks for the
follow-up! There is no bump for the holster safety. Michael, Can you post a p
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icture? That would go a LONG way to helping me identify the markings. Sure, you can send it to
qwestr1 gmail. How much do you want for the clip and how do we get in touch with you? If it
were for sale, I might be interested, since I collect Bonifacio Eceverria pistols. Hi Kurt, Thanks
for the reply. Pictures, yes. Too many possibilities with the vague info so farâ€¦. Dear Sir This
item was produced in the year or Thank you in advance. Colin-Olivier Thanks for the
infoâ€¦really appreciate it. James Gober, I may have interest depending on a few things and
information on your pistol. Take care, all Ruby pistols do not have the same mag spring. Kyle, I
suggest a trip to Paris. You will find all parts you news. Please help. WTB a Jo. Thx in advance,
Rick â€¦.. What does d 91 stand for on a automatic pistol cal. Ian, I have a Gabilondo y Urresti
Cia? Thanks, Josh. How old is it? Thank you for your time and consideration Al. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

